


The uniqueness and preciousness of Opuntia Oil 
for a magnified beautifying effect on hair

WHY OPUNTIA FICUS-INDICA?

The Prickly Pear botanical name is Opuntia

ficus-indica. The Opuntia oil is a very rare

and precious oil extracted from pure seeds

and cladodes of prickly pear. It ensures 

antioxidant, regenerative, moisturizing,

soothing and anti-inflammatory properties.

Due to its high content of essential fatty acids, 

omega-6 and omega-3, and abundant tocopherols, 

such as delta7-stigmasterol, it gives the hair 

unique splendor, protection, softness and 

combability.

A SYMBOL OF SICILY

In no other part of the Mediterranean is 

the Prickly Pear as widespread as it is in 

Sicily, where in addition to being a constant 

element in the natural landscape, it has also 

become a recurring element in the literary and 

iconographic representations of the island, until 

becoming a symbol.

OPUNTIA OIL: THE RANGE

The Opuntia Oil range offers a combination of treatments characterized by the uniqueness

of their main ingredient, the Opuntia oil (Prickly Pear oil). Hydrolyzed Keratin and Vitamin E

provide exceptional softness, shine and body. Extracts of Walnut hull and Chestnut add

protection against free radicals and superior hydration. Light and creamy textures that adapt

to the needs of all hair types, for daily maximized benefits.



Shampoo with a soft and creamy texture suitable for all hair types, 

producing a gentle and delicate foam easy to rinse off and leaving 

behind no residue thanks to the mild and hypoallergenic surfactants 

formula. The Opuntia oil (Prickly Pear oil) together with the 

hydrolysate of Keratin and Vitamin E gives hair outstanding softness 

and manageability, shine and body. The Walnut hull and Chestnut 

extracts add extra protection against free radicals and greater 

hydration.

How to use

Apply small amount to wet hair. Lather then rinse thoroughly.

OPUNTIA OIL 
LOW SHAMPOO 250 ml • 8.45 fl.oz
COMBABILITY, BODY AND SHINE ENHANCER
ALL HAIR TYPES – COLOR SAFE



Cream conditioning with a light and creamy texture suitable for all 

hair types. The Opuntia oil (Prickly Pear oil), its main active ingredient, 

provides hair uniqueness of radiance, nourishiment and combability. 

The Walnut hull and Chestnut extracts add extra protection against 

free radicals and greater hydration. Combined with Opuntia Oil Low 

Shampoo, it gives exceptional softness, detangling action, quick 

drying and thermal protection. 

How to use
Apply small amount to lengths and ends of damp hair after shampooing. 

Leave on for a few minutes. Rinse thoroughly.

OPUNTIA OIL 
CONDITIONER 200 ml • 6.76 fl.oz
SOFTNESS, COMBABILITY, SHINE ENHANCER
ALL HAIR TYPES – COLOR SAFE



A BRAND NEW TREATMENT. Different processing
times, different extraordinary results. One single product.

Mask treatment with Opuntia oil, vegetables extracts, ferment filtrates 

and proteins derived from Kale, Carrots and Lemon. A state-of-the art 

technology allows to reach several benefits, depending on the processing 

time. BENEFITS: improved hair strength • immediate enhanced 

smoothness and wet/dry combability • protection of hair fiber creating 

a biomimetic cuticle on it • provided body, nourishment and hydration • 

overtime protection against damage.

How to use

Apply a small amount of product to lengths and ends on damp hair after 

shampooing. For instant manageability, nourishment and shine, leave on 

for 60 seconds. For anti-frizz action and protection against hot tools, leave 

on for 1-5 minutes. For deep nourishment, prevention of hair breakage and 

protection from external aggressors, leave on for 5-10 minutes.

OPUNTIA OIL 
INTENSIVE TREATMENT MASK
150 ml • 5.07 fl.oz
IMMEDIATE AND PROGRESSIVE RESULTS

A state-of-the
art technology,

allowing to reach
several benefits,

depending on the
processing time

NEW



Leave-on-multi-effect beauty potion. It gives body, softness and 

detangles even the most frizzy and rebellious hair. Its formula rich in 

Opuntia oil deeply hydrates and softens the hair fiber, making it more 

shiny and protecting it from the aggressive action of hot tools and 

UV rays. It is also ideal for speeding up the blow-dry and helping to 

extend the styling. 

How to use
Depending on the type of hair, apply 5-10 pumps to lengths and ends 

on damp hair. Do not rinse. Style as usual.

OPUNTIA OIL 
DD HAIRCREAM 150 ml • 5.07 fl.oz
DYNAMIC DO-ALL BEAUTY POTION
ALL HAIR TYPES – COLOR SAFE



A unique and multipurpose oil treatment using Prickly Pear (Opuntia) 

oil. Special formula that conditions and treats the hair from the very 

first application,  thanks to the powerful actives of Opuntia oil and the 

UV filters. BENEFITS: makes hair smoother and shinier • repairs split 

ends • protects hair from heat styling • speeds up the drying process 

and styling.

DIFFERENT USES

Treatment: before shampooing, apply 1-2 squeezes onto dry hair. 

Gently massage and shampoo as usual.

Styling: apply 1-2 squeezes onto damp hair. Massage thoroughly into 

lengths and ends. Blow dry and style as usual.

Finishing: apply 1-2 squeezes onto dry hair. Massage into lengths 

and ends as a frizz control.

Coloring and highlights: add 2-3 squeezes into the coloring or 

bleaching blend and proceed with the application.

OPUNTIA OIL TREATMENT 50 ml • 1.69 fl.oz
FROM THE VERY FIRST APPLICATION,
HAIR REDISCOVERS SHINE, BOUNCE AND GLORY

AN ULTRA NOURISHING TREATMENT OIL
protective and soothing, that softens and restores the hair.
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